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**Editor's log: entry one**

(Stardate 9232.4) This begins the fall voyage of the Pointer, a journey whose one year mission is to further refine the stellar foundation plotted by former Commander Michael Hein. The 82-83 Pointer Magazine will explore strange new themes, seek out news and features, and with your help, boldly go where few university tabloids have gone before.

Roomer reporter, stand by to beam aboard 9000 plus campus readers and keep them informed, amused, and stimulated throughout the rigors of Pointer Trek. Glad to have you aboard mates!

**Reflections on a tragic summer**

The summer of 82 was one that will not soon be forgotten by local residents. In the past, the name Stevens Point has usually conjured up pleasant images of sipping Point beer, harvesting delicious farm products, and enjoying the wonders of the area’s natural beauty. Thoughts of fine educational facilities, strong athletic teams, and a friendly Polish-Catholic heritage came to mind whenever the city drew mention.

Sadly, because of this summer’s slew of negative local news happenings, a very different set of pictures is likely to be attached to the community’s reputation for some time to come. An accident at a local bar in which four Nigerian students were brutally assaulted has brought widespread cries from across the nation protesting the existence of racial prejudice here. Although the Pointer does not agree with the blanket condemnation applied to the city by some sources, we do feel community tolerance for other cultures is a substantial local problem and are pleased that actions are being initiated to combat such narrow-minded thinking. University students of all races deserve the same courtesies and protections to which all Stevens Point residents are entitled by law—moral and legal.

There have been other media eyesores for Point as well. A university student lost his life in a fire alleged to have been started by another student bearing a grudge. A local bartender has been charged with murder for shooting an unruly and allegedly life-threatening patron. Serious questions arose about the ethics of Governor Dreyfus accepting a top executive job with Sentry Insurance upon completion of his term when Sentry President John Joannis made several statements about owning political clout. All of these stories broke within mere weeks of each other and seriously colored the state view about what kind of city we live in.

There were good things to cherish about Point’s summer as well—the overwhelming approval of the down knob redevelopment project was perhaps the most significant. But next to the string of summer tragedies and controversies, such stories played second fiddle.

And regardless of where the city’s future turns from here, it will be a long time before folks stop talking about the summer of ’82 in Stevens Point. M.D.

**Students have governance rights**

Most students are probably unaware that under Wisconsin state law, they have authority to share in the governance of their University Institution. Unlike to the University of Wisconsin system, this statutory authority allows students to work with administration and faculty to establish policy for their campus.

Specifically, Section 36.09 (5) of the Wisconsin statutes reads that “...students shall have primary responsibility for the formulation and review of policies concerning student life, services and interests.” In addition, students “...have the responsibility for the disposition of those student fees which constitute substantial support for campus student activities.” Clearly, students, through their elected representatives to student government, have been granted a vital role in determining the quality of life for each UW campus.

This authority has been in existence since 1972 when the state legislature passed the final piece of merger legislation (what is now Chapter 36 of the Wisconsin statutes). Merged refers to the unification of the Wisconsin State University system with the University of Wisconsin system which was accomplished with a series of legislative enactments beginning in 1971. A merger committee, composed of regents, university administrative officials, and students, agreed to the language of 36.09 (5), one of the most
The department of economics and business at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point has been re-organized and upgraded to the status of a college of the university.

Robert Taylor, who last fall assumed the chairmanship of the department, has the new title of associate dean of the college and head of the division. Taylor will be assisted in the division’s administration by three coordinators of academic areas: James Dunigan in accounting; James Haine in business administration; and Lawrence Weiser in economics.

In addition, responsibilities of John Mozingo have split, Taylor said, with Mozingo in charge of outreach to develop special educational programs for members of the business community, and George Seyfarth as director of the Central Wisconsin Small Business Development Center. Seyfarth’s appointment was announced earlier this summer.

Planetarium gets new director

Professor Mark R. Bernstein has been appointed director of the planetarium and evening courses to be offered by the UW-SP physics-astronomy department this fall. His duties also will involve him with numerous school groups and organizations in this part of the state whose members tour the facilities in the Science Hall.

Bernstein, a native of New Jersey, holds a bachelor’s degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an M.A. in astronomy and a Ph.D. in astronomy and astrophysics from the University of Indiana.

He spent the past three years in post doctoral research and teaching at the University of South Carolina. Previously, he was assistant director of the honors program at the University of Iowa and still earlier as a scientist for the Avco Corp.

At Wisconsin successes

Professor Norman Higginbotham, who has taken a new position in the department of chemistry and physics at the Southeastern Louisiana University in Hammond.

Moving the department upward to divisional status reflects the university’s new commitment to this discipline and “calls attention to the variety and intensity of offerings,” Taylor explained.

Enrollment in the division will be about 1,500 this fall, he announced. While the program as a whole has undergone a dramatic rate of growth since the mid 1970s, a big boost this year is coming as the result of a consolidation with the former business education-office administration department. About 150 students in it will now be in the business administration area of the division.

Taylor said the merger will result in a broader program and enhance the employability prospects of students in both of the former departments.

The division henceforth will have majors in economics, administration, managerial accounting and business education-office administration.

Students in business administration, whose total number is about 1,150 and are in the overwhelming majority in the division, have options of specializing in human resources management (personnel), finance, management information systems, management, business economics and-or marketing.

Taylor said the total curricula of the division will undergo a “comprehensive” revision. Among the changes will be options for students to either complete an internship with an area business or take a three credit course in business policy and more emphasis on computer instruction.

The division will have five new faculty members this fall, more than new posts or replacing faculty who have resigned. All told, there will be 26 members.

The new professors include two certified public accountants, a specialist in organizational behavior and management who will have a joint appointment with the psychology department, an economist and a marketing expert.

Move it or lose it

The Police Department continues to encounter motorists who do not understand the new law regarding “Handicapped Parking Zones.”

Merely having a person with a handicap in the vehicle does not in itself qualify the vehicle to use Handicapped Parking stalls.

The new law prohibits anyone from using Handicapped Parking stalls unless the vehicle has one of the following properly displayed: Disabled Person or Disabled Veteran License Plates, Special Identification Card for Physically Disabled, or the out-of-state equivalent.

The Special I.D. Cards are issued by the Wisconsin Department of Transportation in Madison. Application for and information on the cards may be obtained at Department of Transportation in Madison. Patrols patrol handicapped zones both in public and private areas. Violators are issued parking tickets.

Caveat Emptor

If people are serious about their call to get government off our backs,” in regulating business, they may need to be better informed for their own protection, says Professor Weiser of the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.

An informal survey of the school of home economics faculty, says that, “in many cases the prevention of being an informed buyer is easier, cheaper and feels better than the cure of the government stepping in and telling businesses what can and cannot be done.”

Regulation, however, depends on the issue and the industry involved, she advises.

Her lectures in this field will be given this fall at a series of Saturday morning classes dealing with current consumer matters. The first class session is Sept. 11. Numbered home economics 196-090, the one credit course will be taught at 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. for five continuous Saturdays in Room 128 of the Professional Studies Building.

Further information and registration for the course is available through the Office of Continuing Education, 103 Old Main, UW-SP.

Wild retiree

Wayne Wild, weather specialist turned teacher, is about to become an independent livingman.

At 65, he is officially retiring from the mathematics faculty of the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point and upgrading his avocation of woodworkings to a vocation.

The teacher with 34 years in the profession plans to do a variety of fancy woodworking projects and tackle some house building jobs at Bella Vista in northwestern Arkansas.

He agrees with many critics who contend that mathematics abilities among the students are declining. “We are at a low point...basic skills are at a premium...many younger people are lacking common (mathematical) sense,” he observes.

One of his retirement dreams is to take a trip to a tropical rainforest and secure samples of the numerous varieties of wood which have never been imported to the United States.

Another of his retirement realities is to load a huge pile of wood he has been saving for shipment by truck to his new home in Arkansas.
We’ve Got A New Look . . .

And we hope you’ll be looking for us. Because whenever you see our new logo you will be assured of a good time.

Here are a few events and programs we have upcoming in September:

- Big Twist and the Mellow Fellows
- Camping Trip to Hartmans Creek
- Sock Hop
- Homecoming
  “An American Werewolf in London”
- Brewers Game
- Scott Jones
  “Victor/Victoria”
- Charicatures Unlimited
Ellery picked for high state post

by Michael Daehn

Police Directing Editor

John B. Ellery, a longtime faculty member and administrator at UWSP, was named Tuesday as the new state secretary of veteran affairs.

As secretary, Ellery will head a 650-person agency that administers federal veteran's programs, including a home loan program for Vietnam veterans.

Dr. Ellery, who has been a longtime associate of Governor Dreyfus, was reportedly one of 24 candidates and six finalists for the position. However, last one think the Governor used his political pull to place a friend in office, Ellery was the unanimous choice of the Veterans Board.

The new state secretary is a highly decorated veteran and two time Purple Heart recipient who has been a faculty member or administrator at UWSP since 1968. His highest post was acting chancellor from April 1978, when Dreyfus started his political campaign, until September 1979, when current Chancellor Philip Marshall was hired. His most recent position has been that of director of telecommunications at the university.

When contacted Tuesday evening, Dr. Ellery said he was quite excited about the appointment, adding that he felt it was "a chance to do something very special."

Ellery seemed especially pleased about the timing of the opportunity. "The new secretary will be going in at a time when redistricting and the upcoming elections will bring in the largest crop of new legislators since 1932. Each of these legislators is going to have to learn about each of the state agencies and I'll have a chance to influence their feelings on our agency."

From what he's seen and heard so far about the workings of the state veteran's department, he's confident that no major changes will be necessary. Ellery was particularly impressed with the outstanding quality of many department employees, including quite a few younger ones. One relationship in particular that the new administrator is excited about redistricting will be with his recently appointed chief aide, Deputy Secretary Robert Shaver, a UWSP graduate and someone Dr. Ellery claims deserves a great deal of respect.

Torzewski says UWSP will layoff union employees

by John Anderson

News Services Director

About 315 unionized employees at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point will be given the equivalent of one week during the next five months, according to James Ellery, assistant chancellor for business affairs.

Earlier this year, the Wisconsin Department of Administration ordered short-term layoffs of all unionized state employees when labor leaders rejected a three month delay in scheduled raises.

The order was challenged in court, but a Madison judge upheld the state's action.

The layoffs were ordered to offset the costs of raises that became effective July 1 for the unionized workers, a freeze on increases was instituted the same day for all others on the state payroll including faculty members.

The increases had been approved by state officials last year to be implemented this summer. Twenty-five percent of these employees' raises scheduled for this fiscal year is being withheld. For classified employees who are paid every other Thursday, it means that the pay hikes will be delayed until Oct. 1 and the first installments won't be in their hands until they receive their late October checks.

The freeze in faculty and non-union civil service employees' raises at UW-SP alone will save the state about a quarter of a million dollars.

Cosmic Debris

And that's a fact, Cracker Jack

Nine-year-old Wendy Potasnik does not like being taken.

So, when this youngster from Carmel, Indiana, discovered that there was not a prize in her Cracker Jack box, she decided to sue the Cracker Jack Division of Borden Inc., asking that they pay court costs and furnish her with a toy.

Borden Inc., wanting to avoid a court confrontation, settled out of court by mailing Wendy a letter of apology and a coupon for a free box of Cracker Jacks.

Did she or didn't she?

Los Angeles Police have reopened the investigation of the death of comic John Belushi after The National Enquirer quoted Kathryn Smith, the woman who accompanied the comedian the night of his death, as saying she injected the former Saturday night star with a lethal dose of heroin.

Miss Smith later denied admitting she injected Belushi with heroine and filed a libel suit against the Enquirer.

Meanwhile, in an interview with People Magazine, Belushi's one-time comic sidekick Dan Aykroyd said that Belushi had not been a regular user of hard drugs until shortly before his death. "He was not into this as a regular thing," revealed Aykroyd. "He was not into it four months before it happened, he was probably into it a month before his death. He was a bit of a party monster, no doubt. But he wasn't a junkie."

NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE...

Choose a hot dog or single burger only $199, 1/2 lb. double burger $30, a 1/2 lb. triple burger $399, a fish sandwich $194, or a chicken sandwich, only $24!
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All of the above FULL MEAL DEALS include an order of fries, a small soft drink and a FREE 5 oz. sundae!

Offer good ALL DAY, EVERYDAY!

WITH THE FULL MEAL DEAL...
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Dire disclosure

Actor Ted Jordan, who for 11 years played a freight operator on TV's "Gunsmoke," claims he possesses the diary of deceased actress Marilyn Monroe.

The diary, say friends of the actress, may prove that Monroe was murdered because she planned to release potentially explosive government secrets from the diary she is reported to have learned from dating then Attorney General Robert Kennedy. The official cause of Monroe's death has been suicide.

Jordan said he has been afraid to reveal his possession of the diary but did not specifically state why.

Royal rockers

Being the hip couple they are, Prince Charles and Lady Di named their newborn prince after one of the Midwest's best rock and roll stations, WAPL-FM in Appleton.

The royal couple named their son William Arthur Philip Louis, hence the in­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­&
Attorney Kurth to head Nigerian probe

The Stevens Point Police and Fire Commission, today, named Attorney James Kurth, of Wausau, Wis., to conduct an independent fact-finding study of the recent incidents involving Nigerian students.

Commission President Bill Nuck said Mr. Kurth will complete his report by Oct. 1. Nuck, a resident of Marshfield, Wis., indicated the total cost of the consultation will not exceed $2,000, funds that will come from the 1982 Police Department budget.

"We are pleased to have found someone of Mr. Kurth's background and experience here in Central Wisconsin," stated Mr. Nuck. "We firmly believe that Mr. Kurth's report will be a totally objective report. His criminal law and civil law background make him ideally qualified for this assignment."

Mr. Nuck stressed that Mr. Kurth's assignment is strictly a "fact finding consultation." He said the Commission wanted its own information from an independent party regarding the incidents that resulted in the beatings of three Nigerian students on July 3.

Nigerian embassy officials have since complained that Stevens Point Police showed a lack of concern regarding this incident and others involving Nigerian students. A recent letter from Mahamid Bauchi, Senior First Secretary of the Embassy, to the Police Chief of Leonard Hulte raised concern about police inaction. The letter prompted the Commission to seek an outside consultant to review the entire matter.

Mr. Kurth is a 1969 honors graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He received his law degree in 1973 from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He has an extensive background in criminal law and civil litigation. His professional experiences include working with minority groups such as the Wisconsin Indian Legal Services as a criminal defense lawyer.

Local group pushes for energy efficiency in the home

Winter heating bills got you down? Afraid you'll have to sell the furniture to keep up with fuel costs next time around? Well, perhaps there'll really be a season to be jolly if some new incentives on the block have their way.

At a press conference held August 24 at the Lincoln Center, a coalition of eight concerned city organizations announced the formation of SPARE. The acronym stands for Advocates for Rental Energy and their goal is to promote energy efficiency in local rental housing.

The composition of the group is diverse—members include: CAP Services, Inc., the Wisconsin Building Industry Association, the Wisconsin Women Voters, Stevens Point Employees Union, Women Voters, Stevens Point Area Food Co-op, Stevens Point Area News, UWSAP's SGA, Wisconsin State Employees Union, No. 584, and the Point Energy Resource Council (PERC).

SPARE advocats are demanding the Stevens Point Housing Code to include standards for insulation, weatherstripping and storm windows. It is the coalition's belief that the minority of landlords who are negligent in matters of energy efficiency will not make improvements without such an amendment as incentive.

In a written statement released by the group, the coalition listed the following facts to substantiate the need for such a move and outlined its practical approach to the community:

"First—41 percent of the housing in Stevens Point is rented. Renters spend over $3,113,000 on their annual space heating costs. High energy costs cause a strain on renters as a whole and in particular, those tenants who must pay their bills out of fixed or limited incomes, i.e., the elderly (or most students).

Second—Energy inefficiency in rental housing is a detriment to the economic health and well-being of Stevens Point. An individual's personal income is spent on buying Stevens Point goods and services rather than on heating inefficient housing and exporting base energy dollars from Stevens Point and Wisconsin to southern states and foreign countries. A 10 percent savings in the energy used to heat rental housing could return $550,000,000 this year and $1.1 million a year by the year 2000 to the local economy.

Third—There are few economic incentives for landlords to make energy improvements in their property when the landlord is not making a direct contribution that unit's heating bill. Conversely the tenant paying his/her own heating costs is unable to make structural improvements in their space due to lease. This rules out many options for substantial savings in space heating costs."

A copy of the proposed code was released to the press and is available for inspection at the Stevens Point Area Student Activities Complex of the University Center. An open meeting time on the agenda of the Public Protection Committee of the Stevens Point Area School District, and the Commission Council to discuss their proposal with city officials at the meetings scheduled for September 16. MD
Racial assault rocks city

by Joe Stinson
Pointer News Writer

The assault of four UWSP students from Nigeria that occurred in Stevens Point this past summer has spurred an ongoing controversy about racial prejudice in the Stevens Point community.

What started as a late night stop at the Outer Limits Nite Club, 1208 Union Street, for Anthony Isua, Olu Adeshima, Nathaniel Aiyedatiwa and Enzie Anyaogu ended with a vicious assault on the four that permanently damaged Isua's left leg. Adeshima suffered a contusion to his left eye, while Aiyedatiwa was unable to see who did it.

Three of the Nigerians—Isua, Adeshima and Aiyedatiwa—moved toward a dance floor partition; Anyaogu separated from the three and went to another section of the club. Isua said that as the three stood watching the dance floor a group of white males gathered around them. One of the men, Isua said, slammed into the three "as if he were drunk," and continued to crowd them even after Isua gave him "room to move around."

Adeshima explained that some of the group positioned themselves on chairs, then rested their feet on the Nigerians' hands and arms. Adeshima said he asked some of the group "why are you causing us trouble?"

Then, apparently without warning, Aiyedatiwa was struck in the mouth. Adeshima said he was unable to see who did it, but he felt that an object was used to strike him. "I don't think it was somebody's fist."

Adeshima and Aiyedatiwa quickly fled the bar, but were followed, according to Isua, by "a stampede of guys after them."

Isua added that at this point, "I feared for my life," so he attempted to leave the club, but before he could reach the door he was "pulled by the shirt collar back into the club where some guys began kicking and punching me."

Isua said when he struggled to get out of the door he was met by another group of white males who joined in the assault.

Isua believes his attackers left when they saw he was exhausted and added, "perhaps they thought I was dead."

Anyaogu, who had remained in the club, came out to find Isua lying on the sidewalk, Isua said Anyaogu was unable to lift him, so he instructed Anyaogu to drag him to Aiyedatiwa's car. The two were later joined by Aiyedatiwa who drove to Anyaogu's College Ave. residence where Anyaogu tried to give first aid to Aiyedatiwa. Eventually the three drove to a friend's apartment where they phoned the police and rescue squad.

Meanwhile Adeshima, who earlier had fled the club for his Prentice Ave. apartment, returned after he thought he was being pursued by the men who had attacked Aiyedatiwa. He initially asked the club's disc jockey if he would phone the police, but refused, Adeshima said, and instructed him to find Henry Duda, the club's owner. When Adeshima finally decided to phone the police from a pay telephone inside the club he was struck in the face with the receiver.

He momentarily lost consciousness, he said, and when he came to, he found blood streaming into his eye. Adeshima again approached the disc jockey, and several patrons to ask for assistance, but he commented, "no one wanted to help me." He said he finally persuaded a waitress to help him. She took him into a business office and phoned the police.

Adeshima added that when Duda—who later said he was in the back of the club and missed the entire assault—discovered the waitress had phoned the police, "he became very annoyed with her."

When Stevens Point police officers Jim Rogers and Ron Billark arrived, they told Adeshima that Isua had called, but Adeshima said he had not heard Isua's call, and that he had been trying to locate a friend to call for help.

When he finally and finally could get through to the friend, he learned Isua had been waiting for him. He then went in search of Isua to help him, but by then police had arrived.
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Racial incident prompts varied response

by Michael Daehn

Pointe Director Editing

Both local authorities and solutions are being pursued in response to this summer's heating incident. Although the police's overall opinion seems to run heavily in support of actions undertaken in the wake of the situation but there have also been dissenting voices who believe the efforts have not been made out of the issue.

The most visible action taken has been the filing of criminal charges against two area youths in connection with the beating. Pauer struck, 22, of the assault. Instead for a variety of the assault and gauge how that the tension accustomed to us.  
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Murder by arson?

Point student loses life in tragic fire

by Joseph Vanden Plas
Senior News Editor

An argument between two men over a woman led to a fire that claimed the life of a 21-year-old UW-SP student July 30.

Dean Smith of Peoria, Ill., died from first and second degree burns while sleeping as the result of a fire set by an acquaintance of his roommate.

Stevens Point police have charged 21-year-old Ricky Krueger, 1742 College Ave., with arson and homicide by reckless conduct. Krueger allegedly set fire to a couch at the home of Smith at 1218 Franklin following an argument with Smith's roommate, Steven Grzadzielewski.

According to Grzadzielewski, he and the defendant had quarreled over a girl during the early morning hours of July 30. Grzadzielewski said he told Krueger that he was going to take the woman upstairs to his bedroom. Shortly thereafter Krueger left the house.

Grzadzielewski said that shortly after he went upstairs with the woman, they heard the front door open and close. Ten minutes later they smelled smoke and went downstairs to see the living room in flames. They left the house immediately, leaving Smith behind.

Forty-five minutes later, firefighters removed Smith's body from the house. Smith was given first aid treatment by the firefighters before being rushed to St. Michael's Hospital. He was later taken to the Madison burn center where he died the next day.

An autopsy performed on Smith indicated he died of sustained burns suffered in the blaze.

Krueger was not arrested immediately despite admitting to Stevens Point Fire Marshall Rodney Peytoe that Grzadzielewski's version of what happened was accurate. Krueger also told Peytoe that he asked Grzadzielewski for a book of matches and a cigarette and that he had set fire to a portion of the living room couch.

Krueger was later arrested and could face a prison sentence of up to twenty years or pay a $10,000 fine and serve up to 10 years in prison or both.

Last week Krueger waived his right to a preliminary hearing that would have determined whether there was probable cause for the arson and homicide charges to be brought. Krueger's attorney, John Runde of the public defender's office, claimed that no warrant was issued for Krueger's arrest and he questioned whether officers had probable cause to make the arrest.

However, Judge Robert C. Jenkins denied the motion to dismiss the charge. Jenkins pointed out that anyone over five years old knows that a fire started on only one piece of furniture is likely to spread to other portions of the furniture and possibly to other pieces of furniture.

On Tuesday, Krueger pleaded innocent to the charges in Circuit Court, Branch 1. Krueger gave no reason for the plea even though anonymous friends have hinted he may be mentally disturbed.

No date has been set for Krueger's trial. He is currently being held on $15,000 bond.
Summer Update

Ambassador tells a changing truth

by Michael Daehn
Pointer Directing Editor

When is the truth not necessarily the truth? At first glance, it looks like your typical Philosophy stumper. In truth, any freshman Poli-Sci student would quickly recite the answer—"when it's a diplomatic truth." Still confused? Consider the example set by Nigerian embassy official Mahmud Bauchi this summer in relation to the Outer Limits beating incident.

Representative Bauchi arrived in Stevens Point July 15 to investigate the violent assault of four UWSP Nigerian students while patronizing the local nightlife. In an interview with a Pointer reporter at his hotel room, Bauchi soundly denounced the existence of "such open discrimination" and the city police department's ineffective handling of the case. He also voiced concern about whether the racial attitude the Nigerians faced would "spread out of control." As a last resort, he even suggested the possibility of asking the Nigerian government to remove all Nigerian students from the UW system unless some quick action was taken to resolve this situation.

At a news conference the following day, Bauchi's public comments were as far removed from what he'd said privately as Phyllis Schaffy's views are from Sen. Edward Kennedy's. In a statement which couldn't have pleased local and university officials more if they'd written it themselves, the representative said, "This was not a racially motivated incident. It could happen to anybody."

Bauchi then added that he had "absolute confidence in the university" to resolve the matter and that the Nigerian government looks forward "to sending more students here... (because) they couldn't be happier anywhere in the United States."

Which was the truth? Using the broadly defined boundaries of "diplomatic truth," they both were.

In a telephone interview on August 13, senior first secretary Bauchi clarified that what he gave to the media at the press conference "was not a real reflection of what I said to the police, or of what I felt." He explained, "but I am a guest of your country, and there is an important matter of ethics involved. I can't be seen openly condemning officials of your country." Bauchi had remarked in an earlier interview "this is the game, and that is how it is played." Despite his stumping, Bauchi's true sentiments were found in a recently released letter that Bauchi had sent to the local police on July 20. Disappointed by the rate of progress in police investigations of the beating, the letter said: "the gravity with which your officers handled the matter... (by) their actions and utterances border on racism and hate for people from my part of the world."

Bauchi also wrote that Nigerian students do not feel safe in Stevens Point because they "are so scared of the police that they could not report any incidence of racial prejudice against them by the community."

The letter also explained his news conference turnabout by saying that a public condemnation of the local police would've been a very "hot news item for the media... at home and abroad." So be issued a reverse statement. But Bauchi concluded, and this is the REAL truth of the matter, that he expects "the offenders who butchered the students (to be) arrested and indicted without further delay. Otherwise I have a moral obligation to recommend that Stevens Point is not safe for any Nigerian, and that our students should be relocated elsewhere."

---
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Game over for Silvermint Arcade?

by Chris Celichowski
Point News Editor

The owners of the Silvermint Arcade, 956 Main Street, Stevens Point, are currently embroiled in a bitter dispute with the city Common Council over its June 30 vote refusing renewal of the Arcade's license.

Since its opening early this year the arcade has been a source of concern for downtown merchants, particularly those in its immediate vicinity. Juveniles frequenting the arcade were accused by some merchants and customers of vandalism, harassing shoppers, loitering, heavy smoking, drinking, and improperly parked bicycles—all violations of the city ordinance governing arcades. Police, while noting an increase in problems in the area, have been leery of blaming the Silvermint since the Arcade operators have violated no laws.

On June 30 the Stevens Point Public Protection Committee acted on complaints concerning Silvermint and voted 3-2 to deny renewal of its license, despite the efforts of owner Gib Zinda's attorney John Buzza to obtain renewal.

Buzza argued that closing the Arcade would be a financial millstone for his clients because they had recently signed a five-year lease on the Silvermint property.

Some in the small minority that defended the Arcade at the meeting believed that the Square was a greater public nuisance than Silvermint. This argument failed to persuade the full Council who denied renewal of the license on a 7-6 vote.

Immediately after the defeat, Buzza advised his client to open the Arcade as usual on July 1 while he sought a court injunction to keep Silvermint open and appealed for a rehearing. Although defying the Common Council's action left his client open to fines ranging from $25 to $1,000 per day, Buzza felt such action was justified in view of an "unfair and arbitrary" hearing.

In his appeal for administrative review of the Council's action John Buzza claimed that the ordinance regulating arcades was created solely to close Silvermint. Furthermore, he contended that parliamentary maneuvering by Mayor Mike Haberman and the Council violated Zinda's right to due process.

On July 2 Circuit Court Judge Robert Jenkins granted Silvermint an injunction keeping the Arcade in operation. He also ordered Zinda and co-owner Terry Kluck to post $1,000 "to cover any possible claims" against the amusement center.

Two and a half weeks later the Common Council reaffirmed its earlier decision in an identical 7-6 split. Buzza indicated that he would seek an independent review of the Council's action as stipulated by Wisconsin statutes.

Since then the Council has refused Silvermint's request for an independent examination of the problem, but Buzza plans on sending an identical request for review back to the Council.

According to the city attorney's office, Silvermint can continue operating under the injunction for as long as six months if the problem is not settled before then.

When contacted by the Pointer co-owner Gib Zinda attributed much of the problem to a personality conflict between him and several council members, including UWSP profs Roger Baillie and Joel Mulvih.

While admitting that problems existed when the Arcade first opened, he pointed out that there were no longer any complaints against the Arcade and that most merchants supported him.

"There is no way, even if I was Jesus Christ himself, that I could get a license from them," Zinda complained.

conf. on p. 13
Sentry exec's clout is just talk

by Chris Celichowski
Pointe News Editor

Just a year and a half before retiring, Sentry Insurance Chief Executive Officer John Joanis appears to have carved an unenviable niche in Wisconsin's political history. After leading the locally based insurance concern from obscurity into prominence as the nation's eighth largest mutual insurer, Joanis will best be remembered for boasting that he could elect governors and have state insurance commissioners removed should they "in any way restrict" the company's financial planning group.

The scenario that unfolded this summer would make even Dynasty's script writers envious. Leon Weinberger, a former Sentry vice-president, filed suit in Federal court early this year seeking $10 million in damages from Joanis and Sentry. Weinberger contends that he was forced to resign by Joanis after they engaged in an in-house corporate squabble over the company's liquid assets picture.

The lawsuit received little initial publicity except for accusations by Weinberger and his wife that Joanis wanted to get romantically involved with Mrs. Weinberger, who was unmarried at the time and employed as his personal secretary. Weinberger apparently wanted to link his dismissal with his wife's refusal of Joacins' supposed advances. After the accusations failed to peak public interest they faded into obscurity.

Close analysis of the lawsuit began when Governor Lee Sherman Dreyfus announced that he was not seeking reelection. Less than one week later Dreyfus confirmed that he would be replacing Joanis as Sentry's top executive when the Sentry chairman retires on January 1, 1986.

The proclamation brought Sentry's relationship with the Wisconsin executive branch under scrutiny because Dreyfus' predecessor Martin Schreiber had also accepted a position with Sentry after his defeat in 1978. In addition, the Governor's Communications Aide William Krause
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"We've done nothing wrong. I'd probably have fewer problems if I were running a whore-house or massage parlor." The Silvermint Arcade continues to operate under Jenkins' injunction and unless the Council approves their request for an individual review they appear headed for a lengthy and costly court battle.
Tavern owner charged with murder

by Chris Celichowski
Pointer News Editor

Like most Friday nights Silver and Vicky's Peacock Bar was full of patrons enjoying good spirits and the sound of Sylvester Niewiadomski's accordion. Unlike any Friday night before, a tavern patron left the Peacock in critical condition after being shot with a 12 gauge shotgun.

According to the owner's attorney, Charles Carnahan, Silver and Vicky's Peacock owner Niewiadomski asked Jim Domka when tavern owner Niewiadomski asked them to leave. Carnahan attempted to intimidate the 130 pound Niewiadomski by pushing him several times and almost forcing the 51-year-old down a set of stairs leading to the basement. Carnahan then left the bar with several of his friends and headed toward his car in the parking lot outside the bar. When Niewiadomski appeared in front of his house with a shotgun the two began to exchange words violently. Carnahan moved toward the owner and Niewiadomski responded by firing a warning shot over the man's head. After this failed to slow Carnahan, Niewiadomski allegedly shot him in the abdomen.

Carnahan's companions drove the wounded man to St. Michael's Hospital where he was rushed into surgery by the attending surgeon Bienvenido Palaganas. Complications arose and Carnahan was discovered that Niewiadomski had a rare blood type, but deputies of the Sheriff's Department responded by making runs to various area hospitals and clinics. Carnahan was listed in critical condition after surgery, but died the following afternoon.

On Monday, July 26, Portage County District Attorney John Osinga charged Sylvester Niewiadomski with second degree murder in circuit court. The tavern owner was released when he paid the bond which was set at $10,000. Judge Fred Fleishauer ordered Niewiadomski to stand trial for second degree murder when he appeared for the preliminary hearing in Branch I of the Circuit Court. Bond was continued at the hearing which was held to determine whether the state had sufficient evidence proving that a crime was committed and whether the suspect was involved. Fleishauer determined that continued from page 9
relations committees, a joint venture initiated by the Mayor's office, SGA, and Chancellor Marshall's office. The broader based committee will investigate what it's like to be a minority person living in Stevens Point and address any concerns discovered in an appropriate way. Incidents of prejudicial treatment should be referred directly to this committee for satisfactory resolution as it will try to fill both preventive and follow-up functions.

The committee will be composed of several representatives from city government, several from any claims of self-defense would have to wait until the trial and stated that Niewiadomski should have known his actions could cause death or injury. He then bound the defendant over to Judge Robert Jenkins' Second Branch for trial.

On August 10 Niewiadomski appeared in front of Jenkins and pleaded innocent to second degree murder. Jenkins continued the defendant's $10,000 bond. The judge set a hearing on motions for 10:30 a.m. Friday, October 29, after Niewiadomski's attorney requested a switch from the October 6 jury trial originally scheduled.
Entertaining ghostly visits

If you and your friends want to have fun in your next seance, a psychologist at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point has some advice for you.

Professor Dan Kortenkamp says prerequisites for entertaining ghostly visits are to meet regularly and have a lot of interest. Participants should be playful and spontaneous, like children, he advises.

Moreover, Kortenkamp believes there is a need in society for psychic counseling.

On the basis of hundreds of stories he has heard about personal experiences, he would like to see counselors trained to help people deal with psychosomatic happenings.

He recalls the day some students approached him seeking to better understand the results of a seance they held. The students, he said, were upset that things in their room started to move during the seance, strange noises were heard and one woman began laughing and talking in a foreign voice that couldn't be recognized.

If uneventful or troubling experiences can develop in dabbling in the paranormal, wouldn't it be better to avoid this phenomenon altogether? Kortenkamp, who last year was honored as one of UWSP's five outstanding teachers, said satisfying curiosity and expanding one's philosophy is life worth the risk of experimentation.

Kortenkamp, who professes an "academic interest" in altered states of consciousness has led several classes in parapsychology at UWSP, including short sessions at College Week for Women and Elderhostel, both held on campus during the summer.

As part of his class, the psychologist shows a videotape of a group in Canada that has successfully levitated a table (getting it to rise off the floor) and caused random knocking. He says that when the group first convened, its members were very serious and nothing happened. They got results when they relaxed and started having fun. A woman who approached Kortenkamp after one of his presentations said she and a friended had the same kind of experience - a table had hopped across a room after they began arguing so hard to make it move.

One of the problems with his students is that they want to learn about parapsychology, Kortenkamp explains, is the many stories people have to tell about their personal experiences at home and in other uncontrolled situations. While these tales are interesting, there is no way to prove what really happened - the experience may be attributed to intuition or coincidence. The professor's confidence is in laboratory research where other explanations for occurrences can be eliminated. Controlled experiments in parapsychology are just as valid and reliable in other fields, he claims. If done right, the results can't be disputed.

He cites the work of Hans Berger as an example of research that led to major practical application. Berger, a German scientist, was looking for radio waves emitted by the brain to explain extrasensory perception (information obtained without using the senses). He published his research in 1929 identifying two kinds of brain waves, alpha and beta. Subsequently, the measuring of brain waves became a major tool in medicine and psychology for diagnosis and research.

Kortenkamp has conducted demonstrations in his classes that have had some significant results. He reports more successes during the regular 16-week semester when he has more time to work with a group.

One technique he has had good results with is hypnosis. During a several-week time span, he is able to screen the class members for sensitivity and select the most responsive person to work with.

A class experiment with reenactments led to a frightening experience for a student in one of Kortenkamp's groups. While in a relaxed state, the participants were taken back in time and encouraged by the teacher to describe each person's most vivid memories. In all types of experiment the subjects are taken to their death scene and asked to relive the experience. One woman became extremely agitated and upset, as did her classmates when she described being burned on a cross.

Kortenkamp says it was theorized in the past that people would consciously choose to have lived former lives as famous historical figures or reside in some significant geographical location, such as the Old West or the Holy Land during the time of Christ. But researchers at John F. Kennedy University have disproved this theory - most people go back in time to eventful lives in obscure places.

Another type of experiment that has worked well for the psychologist is remote viewing, in which a student is sent out to a target location while classmates who remain in the room are asked to draw and describe the scene. One woman who was remarkably accurate at envisioning what another person was actually experiencing said other members of her family had the same ability.

However, the remote viewing exercise during Elderhostel this summer wasn't successful. In that group, only one person out of 36 picked an arcade as the place being visited, but Kortenkamp says that at least 10 class members wouldn't choose a spot. After he told the class it was an arcade several of them said they had had a vision of a dark place with bright, colored lights. He doesn't know why so many of them refused to give in to what they were experiencing. "Maybe they were afraid," he surmises, "but I couldn't tell."

Kortenkamp attributes society's burgeoning interest in parapsychology to the "scary times" we live in. He says a renewed fascination with altered states is an outgrowth of the 1960's counterculture, which represented a search for a more open and satisfying life, he says.

With the development of advanced computer and electronic technologies used to measure changes in the mind and body, the study of altered states came into its own. Kortenkamp mentions Roger Sperry's Nobel Prize-winning research exploring the two hemispheres of the brain as being related to parapsychology because Sperry proved the existence of two consciousnesses. He says the study of force fields in quantum physics is also part of this phenomenon because scientists will eventually prove the existence of one universal energy. "May the force be with you" will not be just a line from a movie.

Kortenkamp says he hasn't seen one of this summer's popular films, "Poltergeist," but he doubts its authenticity. Poltergeists, which move objects around the house or produce bizarre noise patterns, are generally not harmful. Even though they are thought to be experiences of the paranormal, a teenager's surprised anger, they do not try to possess people. Plus, the opportunity to graduate between a poltergeist and a haunting has to do with length of time - poltergeists
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Atomic Apartheid: South Africa

by Todd Hotchkiss
Pointeditor Environment Editor

Editor's note:
Samuel H. Day, Jr. is a journalist and lecturer from Madison, Wisconsin. He is the former editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientist, former managing editor of The Progressive magazine, and is currently a contributing editor to The Progressive.

Mr. Day recently returned from a seven-week stay in South Africa during which time he investigated the South African nuclear weapons program. Day's conclusion is that the South Africans do possess an atomic bomb, and that they were testing a nuclear device when the famous double flash appeared in the South Atlantic on September 22, 1979.

In Part 1 of this interview, which was conducted by Point editor Todd Hotchkiss in Stevens Point on August 7, Day talks about the secrecy and evolution of the South African nuclear weapons program. Next week Day will conclude by talking about the relationship between U.S. nuclear proliferation and the Afrikaner Bomb, and what role the atomic bomb plays for South Africa and the world.

T.H.: You said earlier today that you went to South Africa not knowing whether South Africa possessed an atomic bomb.
S.D.: Not only that, not knowing one way or the other, but inclined to believe they did not have one. Obviously they can't use an atomic bomb in South Africa itself because the radiation would kill the whites just like it would kill the blacks. And there was no reason for them to use the bomb against a Frontline state because they got plenty of conventional weapons. They've got the best military apparatus in the continent of Africa.

But I changed my mind when I was down there, even though it was still quite illogical for them to have an atomic bomb. Nevertheless, they had gone and made one.

T.H.: Were the South African officials open to your questions about their nuclear weapons program?
S.D.: They either said they knew nothing about it, there was no nuclear weapons program, or they were not involved or they just lied. I could tell when they were saying something that obviously was a lie just by the way they behaved.

T.H.: For instance, what were a couple of lies?
S.D.: One of them rose out of an interview with the president of the South Africa Atomic Energy Board, a guy by the name of Dr. Wynand de Villiers. When I asked him about the Kalahari tests, why didn't he just say, "Where's your proof? We're not doing anything of that nature and what makes you think we are doing it?" Instead what they did was to simply deny it, and to become quiet and then to promise not to do any nuclear weapons tests. I asked him why the South Africans didn't demonstrate that the Americans and the Russians had made a mistake, that their pictures were not really pictures of tests. He said, "Well, we were not doing a test." So I said, "Did you feel suspicious?" And he said, "No, we were not doing a test and that is all I am authorized to say." It was kind of falling back on a stock, implausible answer in a situation where he had every opportunity to persuade me otherwise. Obviously the Americans and Russians had seen something, they weren't inventing it from whole cloth.

Something was going on that confused all of the American and Russian experts who interpret satellite photographs.

T.H.: Is South Africa's nuclear program independent? Can they get a bomb without going to outside assistance?
S.D.L.: Yes.

T.H.: How old is the South African nuclear weapons program?
S.D.: They began their nuclear research program in the early 60s when we helped them build their initial research reactor, Safari-1. They got a lot of help from us, the British, the West Germans, the French and everybody else back in the 60s, the era of nuclear growth. South Africa was in on that even more than most industrialized societies because South Africa has such a huge store of uranium and has been involved in nuclear development as a uranium supplier nation.

They got a lot of people trained at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and also at Harwell in England, and elsewhere. They developed a very substantial class of people who were trained in nuclear science.

Then along about the late 1960s, 1966-67, 68, they decided that they would start to develop a uranium enrichment process. They were exporting so much uranium anyway they could make a lot more money if they could export it in enriched form.

By the late 60s they had developed what they regarded as a new competitive technique, a cheaper and simpler form of enrichment. So they went ahead with the plan to build their own uranium enrichment plant. It took a long time and it was not completed until the late 70s.

But in the meantime, the bad times of the early 70s had come along. Angola and Mozambique had been freed. The Portuguese got out in 1974. Then there was the beginning of the buildup toward the freedom for Zimbabwe in the mid-1970s. There was trouble in South Africa itself, the Soweto uprising in 1976. The South Africans began to get into this siege mentality in a very big way in the early 1970s. (See 'Siege Mentality')

It was then that they converted their enrichment process from one which originally had been planned just purely for commercial purposes into one which also had the capability of enriching uranium from 2% to 90% for commercial to 90 percent weapons-grade.

After they got the highly enriched uranium-235, putting the bomb together is duck soup, particularly for the South Africans. The name of the game when it comes to fabricating a fission bomb, after you've got the fuel, is developing an...
Has The Bomb

Wisconsin voters will be the first in the nation on Sept. 14 to vote on a statewide nuclear weapons freeze referendum. Students and organizations on many Wisconsin campuses are playing active roles in the campaign for a "yes" vote.

The United Council of University of Wisconsin Student Governments has made passage of the freeze referendum a "top priority" and urged member student governments around the state to support a "yes" vote. Students have a direct interest in ending the arms race, United Council Legislative Affairs Director Curt Pawlisch said. "Students are being confronted almost daily with cutbacks in higher education and manufacturing company bar none."

South Africa has the world's foremost technology in the handling of conventional explosives because mining is such a big deal in South Africa. One of the critical clues I got was access to a company called the African Explosive and Chemical Industries, Inc. (AECI) which is the leading explosives research and development company bar none. Although I wasn't able to demonstrate a 100 percent certainty that AECI is where the South African bomb is put together, I ran into a whole pattern of circumstances and funny developments that confirmed that AECI is the place where they put the bomb together.

T.H.: What is the role of the U.S. regarding technology for the South African nuclear weapons program?
S.D.: None. They don't need any nuclear technology. All they need is what they have, how to enrich, which they have been doing. Plus there is wealth of literature on the subject, particularly the fission bomb. The U.S. technical information service you can call and get manuals on the subject that are put outby Oak Ridge and the Atomic Energy Commission in the old days. There really is no mystery and that's why people are concerned about the building of a basement atomic bomb.

Putting it together in a crude form is not all that difficult and the South Africans can put it together not in a room. Defense Dept. continues to produce redundant and dangerous weapons systems," Pawlisch said.

The Reagan administration's proposed defense budget would have reduced Pell grant money, leaving students to pay tuition, from $2.3 billion to $1.4 billion.

Implosion. This means you take ordinary high explosive charges of dynamite and make an implosion.

"It's clear that if students are to maintain the quality of higher education in this country, they must fight against the arms buildup which robs money from other needs," Pawlisch said. "Passage of the freeze referendum is a good place to start."

The question on the state's Sept. 14 primary ballot asks whether Wisconsin voters want the U.S. to work vigorously to negotiate a mutual moratorium and cooperative program with the Soviet Union and other nuclear nations. It also calls for "appropriate verification," to insure that both sides live up to the

"Yes" votes on the referendum will go to AT&T headquarters in New York, where the ballot will be counted. The referendum has the support of all five major presidential candidates for governor, seven of Wisconsin's nine members of Congress, and many labor, environmental, church, and community groups across the state.

Students who have lived in their voting district for 10 days before the polls can vote on Sept. 14.

Election day registration requires a voter to present at least two pieces of identification with his/her name and current address, or to have a registered voter who lives in the same district sign a affidavit certifying the new voter's residence.

Identification can include any card with the address, including a driver's license, lease, gas or telephone bill, or student identification card.

Information on where to vote and what is required to vote is available at local government offices, local library, or city hall.

Primary registration continues until the Sept. 14 deadline and registration will be closed until the Sept. 14 primary.

Nuke freeze campaign sponsors several events

The Wisconsin Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign is sponsoring several events the week before the referendum vote on September 14.

Wisconsin voters will be the first in the nation to vote on the issue of a bilateral freeze and reduction of nuclear arms between the United States and the Soviet Union.

The week's activities will begin on September 7, with a speech by Rear Admiral Eugene J. Carroll. Admiral Carroll was the first naval officer to serve as Director of Military Operations for all U.S. forces in Europe and the Middle East. His last assignment before retirement was in the Pentagon as Assistant Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Plans, Policy, and Operations. In this capacity he was engaged in U.S. naval planning for conventional and nuclear war. He is currently engaged in research and analysis concerning major defense issues and will speak about the need for rational military programs.

A rally at 6:30 p.m. at the University Sundial will precede Admiral Carroll's speech. There is a charge of $1 for the speech. In case of rain, the rally will be held in the courtyard of the Fine Arts Building.

On Friday, September 10, at 11 a.m., Doug La Follette, candidate for Secretary of State, will speak in the Wisconsin Room at UWSP. He will address the issue of a nuclear freeze.

An ecological service relating to the freeze issue will be held on Saturday, September 11, at 3 p.m. at St. Stanislaus' Church. This event is being co-sponsored by the Student Religious Council and the Justice and Peace Commission of the Diocese of La Crosse.

The Wisconsin Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign is also sponsoring the Freeze Campaign.

On September 12, at 2 p.m. at the UWSP Peace center, a meeting will be held on the issue of a nuclear freeze.

On Saturday, September 11, at 3 p.m., there will be a rally at the UWSP Peace center.

On Sunday, September 12, at 2 p.m., the Peace Band will perform in the Wisconsin Room at UWSP.

Finally, fund raising concert featuring folk singer Larry Fenn from Milwaukee as well as several local musicians will be held on Sunday, September 12, at 2 p.m. at the Pfiffer Bandshell. There will be a charge of $1 for the concert.

The Wisconsin Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign is an ecumenical organizational group which is meeting weekly on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at 320 Briggs St. The public is invited to attend these meetings. Ads in the local newspapers will appear before the September 14 vote and contributions are being accepted for the campaign.

In the "Siege Mentality"

whole Vietnam backlash. Kissinger was suddenly unable to deliver on the promise and had to welch on it.

"South Africa had already committed itself to a major military operation in Angola. They had sent a column of troops to within sight of Luanda, yet they had to pull back because they didn't have the American support that they were counting on. That was a very traumatic experience for them. They said, "My God, we've been betrayed by our fellow whites in America and we've got to be prepared for the worst. We are in this alone, we are the last whites in Africa and we are not going to get any support from Western Europe or the United States."

"That was when the decision was made. They will get that bomb just so that if worst comes to worst will be able to threaten to use it to blow up Maputo in order to get Mozambique to quit providing logistical support to the African National Congress (ANC). Or to blow up Luanda or to blow up the world rather than have the white regime washed away in South Africa."
One vacation I’d like to forget

by Barb Harwood

Pointe Features Writer

Yachts, porches and a beach in Bermuda were not a part of my summer vacation. Nor were ocean-view hotels, clam bakes and a suntan. My weekends never qualified for Michelob.

Of course, I knew I’d never want to leave summer behind if I had embarked on such wild indulgences. I’d surely experience withdrawal symptoms and subsequently drop out of school to sell Macadamia nuts in Oahu. So, I opted for the low budget, low density vacation package.

Before packing summer school in the Readers Digest way, my boyfriend Brad and I drove up to Canada in June. I should have known what direction this trip was headed when I wore my down-filled coat the first night out and ·
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Dancers for all folk

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point International Folk Dancers is a group of students and community people who come together to experience the fun, joy and spirit of ethnic dance. The group also comes together to share this spirit through public performances. Whether the dances are flamboyant Ukrainian,

regal Polish or

simple Israeli, each celebrates life and our intention is to demonstrate that.

The UWSP International Folk Dancers are starting a new year of dancing under the guidance of director Marcia Jergensen.

Every year we lose members to graduation and semester abroad. This year we hope to help many new members join the fun and excitement of learning ethnic dances. Folk Dance is for EVERYONE, of all levels of
talent. So—Come On Down! Membership in the IFD is open to everyone—and all members dance in performances. Animating each performance is a desire to preserve distinctive, ethnic qualities and historical identities, to give a glimpse of the people who invented, and still perform, the dances, and to convey the idea that folk dancing is a living art. We have a goal: to share with others the joy and vitality of folk dances. From this comes our true reward—a vigorous and emphatic celebration of life and the human spirit.

We meet Monday evenings from 7-9 p.m. in the dance studio on the balcony of the Quandt gym, and on Wednesday evenings from 7-9 p.m. in the University Center. Practices are listed in the Pointer Poop Mondays and Wednesdays also. For more information call: Marcia Jergensen: 344-8790 (evenings).

UAB CONTEMPORARY ENTERTAINMENT
PRESENTS
WITH

Sock Hop

U.P. & THE CATS

This 50's & 60's Rock & Roll Group From Chicago Will Keep You Twist'n The Night Away!

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
PROGRAM BANQUET ROOM
9:00 P.M.

FREE! FREE! FREE!
By Bob Ham

It happens every year, my summer vacation bountiful and yon, ever sunny cope and delightful chemistry of elusine butterflies of nonproductivity, and innumerable hits. For example, in late August, some insensitive lut comes up to me and says, "So when are you going to retire with yourself all summer?"

And I can never remember.

The buy year, and myself suddenly standing eyebrow to eyebrow with old M, with absolutely no idea of what I've been up to for the last three months. The whole damn summer is a blur—long, lazy, golden blur, but a blur nonetheless.

Well not this time, buddy. This time around it's going to be different. Instead of just sitting around in my perfectly worthless memory, I've called upon the services of expertise to interview me for the firm of Bragg, Hawthorne, and Speck—international media agencies based in Plover—to keep records of my vacation. For the past week, about six hours, and 33 minutes drinking. The seemingly simple act of getting drunk encompasses a broad spectrum of varied, yet intricately interrelated activities. I spent a mere 2 days and 22 hours actually swallowing suds and shouting, "Another Old Style!" to various bartenders. The rest of the inebriation breaks down like this: 4 days, 22 hours, 23 minutes—in the men's room trying to hit the mint; 3 days, 4 hours, 14 minutes—making foolish remarks to strange women; 52 minutes—foolish remarks to normal, well-adjusted women; 3 days, 21 hours, 8 minutes—looking for my keys; 1 day, 16 hours—cracking peanuts and diving drops off up the floor; 2 days, 2 hours, 47 minutes—trying to pick wet change off up the bar; 14 hours—throwing up; 6 hours, 9 minutes—spontaneous naps and subsequent concussions.

4 days, 14 hours, 22 minutes: Preparing and consuming "food." I don't spend too much time at this, predacious me. Food can be spooned right from the can to the bowl, dropped into the toaster, again. Taken directly from the freezer to the oven for 35 minutes or until golden brown. The phrase "what you eat," gives me the willies—If it's true, I'm at least 90 percent certain, no one understands cheese-flavored Doritos.

7 days, 14 hours: Showering, shaving, brushing, cramming, other hygiene type stuff. The total here would have been only 5 days, 13 hours, but I locked myself in the bathroom one Friday and was forced to floss my teeth for 49 straight hours until my roommate showed up to let me out.

3½ minutes: Sex.

1 day, 2 hours, 14 minutes: Dressing. I changed clothes 127 times over the summer—128 times in the privacy of my bedroom, with the drapes drawn and once on the Highway 51 exit ramp north of town, which I really don't want to talk about.

16 days, 22 hours, 30 minutes: TV. Over the summer I started watching soap operas, at first because of all the schemes and winding plots, and assorted sordid personal crises. Soon I got sucked in by the rampant melodrama and assorted sordid personal crises. Now, thanks to shock therapy, I'm back watching only normal TV, such as pre-season football games and reruns of Bob Newhart.

14 days: Sleep. This may seem like "wasted" time to you, but one night I actually dreamed water in the bowl, dropped into the toilet, and from the theater and movies, a worrier—but only about everything without thinking about it. (Actually I just about everything without thinking, but that's another story.) Individual activities, in roughly descending order of time spent, include making ice, tossing crushed beer through the window, checking the mail, swatting flies and other household pests that I find tolerable, and wandering the streets of Point looking for trouble.

22 minutes: Worrying. Yes, I'm a worrier—but only about everything without thinking about it. (Actually I just about everything without thinking, but that's another story.) Individual activities, in roughly descending order of time spent, include making ice, tossing crushed beer through the window, checking the mail, swatting flies and other household pests that I find tolerable, and wandering the streets of Point looking for trouble.

Globe trotting Professor "Retires"

Professor Pauline Isaacson's definition of retirement doesn't square with the one found in dictionaries.

The longtime faculty member at UWSP-Professor Isaacson plans to spend until Oct. 1 in leisurely pursuits, including a trip to Europe during the Olympic festival in Canada. But after that, she plans to take a new job off campus and maintain her role in the UW-SP Fine Arts Building where she will work on special public service projects, including some for the university.

Since 1969, she has been director of the Office of International Programs which has arranged overseas study in all parts of the world for several thousand students.

Having proposed creation of the office to former Chancellor Lee Sherman Dunn, Dunn calls it "a jewel of a deal." Today there are semester-long programs on a regular basis in such English-speaking countries as Germany, Poland, Malaysia, and Taiwan. There have been occasional offerings in Ireland and efforts are being made to mount a group for Australia. There are also summer travel programs, both in this country and abroad.

In her job, Professor Isaacson traveled abroad more times than she can remember. "She never disliking any place she visited nor did she have a favorite. She is partial, though, to England because of its history and the opportunities to view plays there.

Globe trotting was one of many highlights in the education career of Isaacson, who is also a profound English, German, French, and Latin scholar.

Isaacson taught on the high school level in 1938 after graduating from the state teachers college, now UW-River Falls. She taught English, Latin, mathematics, and occasionally French, on the high school level at Glenwood City, Wisconsin, Austin, Texas, and Madison. During World War II, she spent about a year as a Red Cross nurse in hospitals in Oklahoma for the American Red Cross, and later worked for a short time as a publicist for the State Historical Society in Wisconsin.

When she was hired at UW-SP in 1945 to teach modern English literature and the one class of speech, she was the first chairman of the speech department when it was organized in 1956 and was interested, she remembers, in hiring new faculty who brought expertise in specialized areas such as theater arts, communication and educational disorders.

Today, each of those areas have developed as individual departments and she has become widely acclaimed through the achievements of her students and faculties.

Having "intelligent, willling and diligent" associates, her description of her past secretaries, was a key to her success she logged on campus, Professor Isaacson recalls.

Professor Isaacson received a Ph.D. in speech in 1950 from the University of Minnesota with a dissertation based on her research of U.S. Sen. Robert Taft's style of persuasion. She interviewed his constituents in Ohio, his colleagues in Washington, D.C., and former President Herbert Hoover at his New York City apartment.

There were some things she didn't do, and in her line of work which involved so much travel it was unusual indeed that she never made it to one of the nation's most famous city of all—Miami, Florida. She is considering doing that now, and also President Sociedad de las Américas which she has never seen.

Professor Isaacson's name has been given to a student travel grant which was generated more than $1,500 in contributions from colleges, foundations and others.

One of the donors learned about the fund from a news item in a recent alumni newsletter. It was the late Fred Zelner who studied here in the 1950's and now lives in Medinacville. He pegged the situation exactly in a letter that accompanied his contribution. It may be that he is leaving the faculty, but I know you better than to believe you are retiring.
Women's Resource Center on the move

by Lora Holman

The Women's Resource Center (WRC) has a new location as well as a new director this fall. The Center is now located in the lower level of Nelson Hall on Fremont Street across from Old Main. Lynn McIntosh, the new WRC Director said that the move was made because in the old place, "We were falling over each other."

"The new, four-room office will give us more room for organizing WRC's programs this year," said McIntosh. McIntosh, who plans to earn a Master's degree in natural resources says she has committed herself to working with women's issues and intends to stay active in this vital area.

The Women's Resource Center, a student organization dealing with women's issues, has in past years programmed "Take Back The Night" rallies in response to sexual assault; an escort service as protection for students walking at night; and classes in assertiveness training, massage and other development. All these activities are on this year's calendar for WRC, according to McIntosh. Most will be organized and started by October, she said.

WRC will be holding an Open House Sunday, September 26 from 1 to 5 p.m. Regular office hours are from 8 to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Art in the Park

The 13th Annual Art in the Park will be held on Saturday, September 11, 1982, at Bukolt Park from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Emphasis is on children and their participation in art activities. Activities for children under 10 include clay, necklaces, cardboard city, chalk drawings, paperbag puppets, wood, clothespin butterflies, and rock painting. Of interest to children over 10 will be sand core carvings, clothespin people, curly pictures, spice braid, God's eyes, and yarn critters. Children will demonstrate, display, and sell their work along the lagoon.

A variety of entertainment will be provided throughout the day. Performers include YWCA gymnasts led by Joe's Folk Choir, Central Wisconsin Karate Association, Suzuki Strings, YMCA Youth Fitness Fantasy, SPASH and CAPI Kids.

Refreshments will be available throughout the day at the Main Lodge. Admission to the park, children's activities, and entertainment are all free of charge. This event is sponsored by the Children's Arts Program.

In case of rain, this event will be held the same day at SPASH.

Flutes to toot

Paul Doebler, professor of flute at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, will present his annual recital Wednesday, Sept. 1, at 8 p.m. in Michelsen Hall, College of Fine Arts. He will be assisted by fellow music department members Dee Marts, viola, and Michael Keller, piano. Also assisting will be guitarist Glen Shulte, a UW-SP graduate presently on the faculty of the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music, Milwaukee.

Works on the program will be the Grand Sonata for Flute and Guitar by Mauro Giuliani; Fantasies No. 2 and No. 9 by Georg Philipp Telemann; for solo; St. Sonata for Flute and Piano by James Cohn, written for Doebler in 1974; and Trio for Flute, Viola and Piano by Bohuslav Martinu.

Doebler taught theory and flute in the UW-SP music department since 1975. He is a member of the Wisconsin Arts Quintet and principal flutist of the Central Wisconsin Symphony Orchestra.

The recital is open to the public without charge.

The concert will also be presented at UW-Madison on Sunday, Sept. 5, at 1:30 p.m. as the opening concert on "Sunday Afternoon Live: From the Elvehjem," a weekly concert series broadcast live over the Wisconsin Public Radio Network from the Elvehjem Museum in Madison.

This calculator thinks business.
The TI Student Business Analyst™

If there's one thing undergrad business students have always needed, this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator. The Student Business Analyst. Its built-in business formulas let you perform complicated finance, accounting and statistical functions—the ones that usually require a lot of time and a stack of reference books, like present and future value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less time calculating, and more time learning. One keystroke takes the place of many.

The calculator is just part of the package. You also get a book that follows most business courses: the Business Analyst Guidebook. Business professors helped us write it, to help you get the most out of calculator and classroom. A powerful combination. Think business.

With the Student Business Analyst.

The TI Student Business Analyst™

Texas Instruments
Chow, chow, chow!

By John Eaton and Julie Kurnitz

New Century Publishers, 1982
96 pages, $13.95
Reviewed by Bob Ham

Before I start recommending my favorite things about this book, let me just state for the record that I do not hate cats. Really. It's not generally known, but I'm the guy who helped the four little kittens raise their litters. Hey, some of my best friends eat Meow Mix. I like kitty cats.

I also like funny books—even vulgar, crude, and yes, disgusting and disrespectful funny books like The Disgusting, Despicable Cat Cookbook. By John P. Eaton and Julie Kurnitz

The Disgusting, Despicable Cat Cookbook

In an effort to follow John Eaton and Julie Kurnitz's advice and write songs for the new album, Shango, although Shango is a solid, well-written album, it never quite reaches the same intensity and craftsmanship of the Zeppelins. The bright spots are Santana's and Roille's duo effort on "The Nile" and the last instrumental "Nueva York." Shango should do well commercially but it may be a little disappointing to old Santana fans.

Hot time—summer in the city

By Laura Caare

Review Essay, Editor

New York, June 20 and the event was celebrated with as much pomp and circumstance as his parents' wedding.

America makes another giant leap for mankind with the fourth successful space shuttle launch, but not quite as far out were some of the national events of significance—one for the ages and one, (still developing), for the men. It's back to the kitchen, Phyllis and Dudley moaned bitterly upon the defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment... or more likely back to the drawing board for all those women, (and men), who want to eradicate discrimination on the basis of sex in these United States. The amendment was three states short of ratification.

Many young men are beginning to feel the hot breath of Uncle Sam whispering "I want you" as he catches up with those who chose not to register for the draft. Enten Eiler, a 29-year-old college student from Virginia, was sentenced to three years probation for not registering on religious grounds in the first case to come to trial since the draft resistance of the Viet Nam war. He was ordered to register to serve as a condition of probation and was so far refused. Later this summer, Benjamin E. Sasseway, a 21-year-old CA student who also refused to register on moral grounds, was sentenced to federal prison to await his Oct. 4 trial.

John Hinkley, the would-be assassin of President Reagan, was determined innocent by reason of insanity. This decision sparked the fire of controversy over the use and abuse of this plea and has renewed the movement to reform the law.

The grass roots movement to stop all nuclear arms proliferation mushroomed into a viable political force this summer with a rally of 600,000 people in New York on June 12. Stevens Point has an active body of supporters for a nuclear unarmed world.

They gathered July 16 at Pfiffner Park for a "Survival Celebration" sponsored by the Wisconsin Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign for the Congressional District. Music and speeches filled the program.

Stevens Point came to national attention this summer through an article in the Christian Science Monitor that explained the campaign for the downtown redevelopment, its issues and arguments. It emphasized the unique and exciting future the city has waiting for it with the revitalization. The "yes" referendum, passed May 25, gave the city the go ahead to re-do the entire downtown area. As the area gains popularity, the rest of the city celebrates.

Stevens Point also went to bat against the campaign against the downtown redevelopment, its issues and arguments. It emphasized the unique and exciting future the city has waiting for it with the revitalization. The "yes" referendum, passed May 25, gave the city the go ahead to re-do the entire downtown area. As the area gains popularity, the rest of the city celebrates.

Stevens Point also went to bat against the campaign against the downtown redevelopment, its issues and arguments. It emphasized the unique and exciting future the city has waiting for it with the revitalization. The "yes" referendum, passed May 25, gave the city the go ahead to re-do the entire downtown area. As the area gains popularity, the rest of the city celebrates.
Survey results

Where's all the money going?

Members of households in this part of the state spend smaller percentages of their income on housing and transportation than the national average, according to a survey by an economics professor at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. But Darrell Christie has learned that area residents get their spending on food, clothing, entertainment, medical expenses and miscellaneous.

His survey was done in April as special project for the USWP Division of Economics and Business. He received 176 responses from 689 questionnaires that were mailed randomly.

The respondents used an average of 32.5 percent of their budgets for housing compared with 44.2 percent nationally. Transportation claimed 14.7 percent of their income versus 17.8 percent nationally.

Conversely, their food costs amounted to 26 percent of their incomes compared with 19.2 percent on the national average. Apparel expenditures totaled 7.2 percent compared with 5.5 percent nationally. For entertainment the percentage was 6.6 percent locally and 4 percent nationally; medical, 6.4 percent locally and 5 percent nationally; miscellaneous, 8.2 percent locally and 4.3 percent nationally.

While Christie said information he collected may have a variety of uses, the comparisons he makes with national averages may be questionable because the Bureau of Labor Statistics consumer price index weights were obtained from a survey 10 years ago.

A secondary objective, according to Christie, was to determine how consumption-saving rates and expenditure in major categories varied according to location (city versus rural), size of household, average age per member and household income. The respondents as a whole saved 12 percent of their disposable income and spent the remainder. Christie said that surprised him somewhat, at least the fact that area people save at twice the rate to the national average.

The recession may be contributing to the high saving rate, he speculates, or it may be that "households in this area are inherently thrifty."
by Joseph Vanden Plas
Senior News Editor

When I approached two-time All-Pro receiver James Lofton for an interview, I knew it would not be easy to conduct. Lofton tends to be more candid with writers outside the state of Wisconsin. Though he now says he is content in Green Bay, just last year he told a Los Angeles Times writer, "There isn't much to do in Green Bay. No restaurants, no nightlife. We go to movies, watch "V," and most of the black community in Green Bay you can find in the Packer locker room. There are other places I'd like to play, somewhere warmer and closer to home, but I've never felt the lure of it." That was 1981 and things seem to have changed. Lofton spent some time during the recent off-season telling players from other NFL clubs that Green Bay isn't a bad place to live for six months, an indication that he is no longer the same man who once flipped Packer fans the bird after being booted in 1979.

However, that is just one example which epitomizes the Jekle-Hyde perception many Packer fans have of Lofton. They see him in a favorable light because he is very active in community affairs now and when he is quick to defend a teammate such as Greg Koch, whose football ability, according to Lofton, is often times overshadowed by his outspoken nature. But as the Pack's player representative in the NFL's current crisis, Lofton's militant stance toward Green Bay has changed in the past few years. Three years ago you had some problems with the fans and you were involved in a contract dispute with the club last year. That seems to have changed dramatically and for the better. How did that change come about?

Lofton: Well, I don't know if I was really having problems with the fans. In 1979 we weren't winning after having a good year in 1978. So I was concerned about myself and of my teammates. We had a lot of injuries and a lot of frustration built up. When I came back for the 1980 season I decided that I would relax a bit more and play the best that I could and not worry about anything else. And I took a very optimistic approach to the city and my surroundings here.

Vanden Plas: Mike Douglas's theory is that when you married Beverly (in January of 1981) you became a bit more mature.

Lofton: Yes, it's that attitude…in a marriage you concentrate more on yourself and you meet people through the other half of the relationship in your life and life just becomes more well-rounded.

Vanden Plas: I've always thought it would be happy in Green Bay one had to be married and white. What's your impression?

Lofton: I guess that depends on your career. There are surroundings and that has happened to me here. I can relate to some of the good things that go on with me here.

Vanden Plas: As a present-day Packer, does all the talk about the team's "glory days" bother you?

Lofton: Not at all. I'm excited when Paul Hornung or Fuzzy Thurston or Max Magee walk into the locker room. I kind of feel like I want to be good enough that when I walk through that locker room ten or fifteen years from now, there will be guys who will want to meet me.

Vanden Plas: But Greg Koch had that quote last year about today's Packer fans still identifying with the Kramers and the Thurstons and not with the McCarrons and Kochs. Do you feel that the present-day Packers have an identity crisis with the fans?

Lofton: I don't think we will for long. I think things have changed as much as Packer fans change. As for McCarron fans, I don't think they are any more loyal than the Pack fans. I think they are just as unhappy about the problems.

Vanden Plas: You've gone around and talked to NFL players from other clubs and told them that Green Bay isn't a bad place to live for six months. Do they buy that?

Lofton: I think some of them do. You see, during a football player's career the one thing he learns most is to become familiar with his black people here who are in management positions who seem to be happy here. I'm sure they miss their families and family outings and things like that... But as a player you make this investment in the community so much that you're treated very well.

Vanden Plas: Your attitude and your efforts have been appreciated by the fans and the players.

Lofton: That's right. I think when you have a decision crisis with a player, the fans care more than any two receivers that have ever been on any team before. That's basically because of the speed factor. J.J. is faster than either Swann or Stallworth and I would say two of us are a lot faster than either of them.

Vanden Plas: What are the Packers' chances for success this season?

Lofton: I think our chances are good. I think we have enough personnel offensively to win and we have the talent to stop teams defensively. We have all the right ingredients. We're going to have to be lucky because we have a tough schedule. But I think we'll win the Central Division.

Vanden Plas: Who do you consider the most likely write in the Central Division?

Lofton: I couldn't single out anyone before the season starts. The race seems to unfold differently every year.

Vanden Plas: Coach Starr's job status has to put some pressure on the players.

Lofton: I didn't think his job was in jeopardy last year and I don't think the players think that was a problem.

Vanden Plas: You've known him for four years and that doesn't mean a lot of heat from the fans and from the press. How has all the negative criticism changed him?

Lofton: I really don't know. When you're the people's favorite for so long and then they turn sour on you... but that's the way fans are. They appreciate the good times. They'll come back around to appreciate him when he runs into the good memories and for all the good qualities he has shown.

Vanden Plas: I realize the drug problem is not as prevalent in Green Bay as it is elsewhere. I think the Packers and their team have been very successful in keeping the ball and not having any drug problems on the team. How would you like to see the Packers handle that?

Lofton: I would like to see it handled like they would handle anyone else in society, through counseling, treatment and therapy. I wouldn't want it to be exposed to the media. That would place undue pressure on a person who is in the limelight.

Vanden Plas: Carl Eller's cocaine habit seemed to have affected his personal life more than his football, although it may have speeded the end of his career. Could an NFL player be using drugs and still keep pace with what the demand of an NFL player are? Could he still perform to his fullest capabilities?

Lofton: I don't think he would be a complete person. Like you said, Carl Eller's social life suffered quite a bit, his family life suffered. It's a trade off. You just can't keep both worlds intact.

Vanden Plas: The cent. op. 24

The Pointer Interview
with James Lofton

Photos by Joseph Van den Plas

Green Bay Packers wide receiver James Lofton battles for a pass during a recent Packer practice. Lofton and his teammates open the regular season Sept. 12 against the L.A. Rams in Milwaukee.

On our offensive line, Greg Koch is probably one of the more personable offensive lineman in the NFL right now and people around the league will get to know him more and as we win they will know the good side of him. Right now he's known to be outspoken but he has always been pro-team. He has always defended our team.

Certainly Jerry Ellis and Eddie Lee Ivory can be super stars and I would place myself and John Jefferson in that category without a doubt.

Vanden Plas: Compare yourself and J.J. with great wide-receiving tandems on other teams such as Swann and Stallworth of the Steelers.

Lofton: I think we're better than any two receivers that have ever been on any team before. That's basically because of the speed factor. J.J. is faster than either Swann or Stallworth and I would say two of us are a lot faster than either of them.

Vanden Plas: What are the Packers chances for success this season?

Lofton: I think our chances are good. I think we have enough personnel offensively to win and we have the talent to stop teams defensively. We have all the right ingredients. We're going to have to be lucky because we have a tough schedule. But I think we'll win the Central Division.

Vanden Plas: Who do you consider the most likely write in the Central Division?

Lofton: I couldn't single out anyone before the season starts. The race seems to unfold differently every year.

Vanden Plas: Coach Starr's job status has to put some pressure on the players.

Lofton: I didn't think his job was in jeopardy last year and I don't think the players think that was a problem.

Vanden Plas: You've known him for four years and that doesn't mean a lot of heat from the fans and from the press. How has all the negative criticism changed him?

Lofton: I really don't know. When you're the people's favorite for so long and then they turn sour on you... but that's the way fans are. They appreciate the good times. They'll come back around to appreciate him when he runs into the good memories and for all the good qualities he has shown.

Vanden Plas: I realize the drug problem is not as prevalent in Green Bay as it is elsewhere. I think the Packers and their team have been very successful in keeping the ball and not having any drug problems on the team. How would you like to see the Packers handle that?

Lofton: I would like to see it handled like they would handle anyone else in society, through counseling, treatment and therapy. I wouldn't want it to be exposed to the media. That would place undue pressure on a person who is in the limelight.

Vanden Plas: Carl Eller's cocaine habit seemed to have affected his personal life more than his football, although it may have speeded the end of his career. Could an NFL player be using drugs and still keep pace with what the demand of an NFL player are? Could he still perform to his fullest capabilities?

Lofton: I don't think he would be a complete person. Like you said, Carl Eller's social life suffered quite a bit, his family life suffered. It's a trade off. You just can't keep both worlds intact.
Continued from page 23

possibility of an NFL player's strike looms. From what I've read thus far both management and the National Football League Players Association (NFLPA) apparently agree that NFL players should be paid more. They just don't agree on how to go about it. Does it matter to you how it is done so long as it is?

Lofton: I think so, but I think that it's not simply management's stance to pay the players more. The TV figures have almost tripled this year, correct?

Vanden Plas: Yes. Lofton: I mean, I was sitting at home all off-season and no one called me to tell me my salary had tripled. I solved this by insuring (financially) in case of injury.

Vanden Plas: How much has the NFLPA taken fan reaction into account?

Lofton: I think very little. Some people in the stands may understand what's going on and some may not. When five or ten thousand decide to voice their disapproval (during recent displays of solidarity), you can hear it. But it's something you have to live with.

Vanden Plas: From what I understand the NFLPA apparently agree with the players more. They just don't think that it's simply management's stance to pay the players more. The TV figures have almost tripled this year, correct?

Lofton: I don't see what a player would have to gain (by not striking). I think players who do strike have more to gain. I think you have to have a common goal for the good of all the players.

Vanden Plas: The majority of Packer players support a strike. How unified is the entire NFLPA?

Lofton: I would assume in most instances we have a clearest majority who are behind our union and behind our collective bargaining efforts.

Vanden Plas: Do you think there will always be professional football in Green Bay or will there come the day when circumstances dictate that Green Bay just can't compete?

Lofton: I really haven't thought about it. I think they could draw enough people here. If they're going to continue to share television revenues there should be no problem.

Vanden Plas: How do you feel, personally, about the sharing of television revenues by the 28 NFL clubs?

Lofton: If they want to keep the game the way it is I think we can work around it. You know, with a large enough stadium I'm sure the Packers could attract 60,000 fans every Sunday and compete attendancewise. But revenue sharing helps teams in bad (geographical) locations and if you went with just what is generated from (local) TV it would lessen the flavor of the game a bit.

"We have all the right ingredients. We're going to have to be lucky because we have a tough schedule. But I think we'll win the Central Division..."

—James Lofton

NFLPA Executive Director Ed Garvey has said in the press lately, it seems the NFLPA opposes the NFL's anti-trust exemption and therefore its revenue sharing policies. Does this mean that a viable free agent system like that of baseball is the ultimate goal of the player's association?

Lofton: That would depend on if the NFL gets the anti-trust exemption and if they continue to share revenue and when you're talking about that, there are a lot more factors that come into play than the NFL (player's) committee is dealing with. We're not the ones who are settling down the law for management right now.

Vanden Plas: Would you hold it against a less established player if he decided not to support a strike?

Lofton: I think the figure is negotiable. The principal is certainly a good one. To be insured (financially) in case of injury.

Vanden Plas: How much has the NFLPA taken fan reaction into account?

Lofton: I think very little. Some people in the stands may understand what's going on and some may not. When five or ten thousand decide to voice their disapproval (during recent displays of solidarity), you can hear it. But it's something you have to live with.

"I think that we (Jefferson and Lofton) are better than any two receivers that have ever been on any team before."

—James Lofton

"Those who loved the book will love the film; those who never read the book will love the film, and even those who dislike the book will love the film."

—SHEILA BENDER, LOS ANGELES TIMES

ROBIN WILLIAMS
is Garp.

He's got a funny way of looking at life.

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GAR
G

GAR

"THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GAR" MARY BETH HURT - GLEN CLOSE - JOHN LITHGOW

Executive Producer: PATRICK KELLEY Directly by STEVE TESICH Based on the novel by JOHN Irving

Produced by GEORGE ROY HILL and ROBERT L CRAWFORD Directed by GEORGE ROY HILL

LOOK FOR GARP at a theatre near campus.
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The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point football team opens its 1982 season on Saturday, Sept. 4, when it meets Augsburg College in a 1:30 p.m. contest in Minneapolis, Minn.

Not only will the game be the season opener for the Pointers, but it will also be the first as a head coach for UW-SP coach D.J. LeRoy.

Both teams enter the game knowing little about the opposition. The teams have never met before and the only exposure the teams have is via the films from two 1981 games which were swapped last week.

The teams look to be very even on paper and if there is an edge it would be that UW-SP has had one more week of practice than the Augies. However, LeRoy points out that the extra week was barely enough time for his team to pick up the new wrinkles of his program.

Things are still unsettled in the Pointer camp as the coaching-staff continues to switch personnel to new positions. The long search for an offensive center appears to have come to an end, however, as defensive tackle Nick Nice has adapted well to the position.

With that change, LeRoy's offensive line is expected to be made up of Mark Gunderson (6-3, 260), left tackle; Dave Brandt, (6-5, 255), left guard; Nice (6-4, 260), center; Mark Rietveld (6-4, 240), right guard; and Scott Mruk (6-4, 245), right tackle. The right end will be Rick Steavpack (6-3, 225) who is coming back from a knee injury.

The quarterback will be freshman Dave Geissler and his receivers will come from a rotation of Tim Lau, Curt Thompson and Craig Qualey.

The running backs will also be rotated individually and by group. Two-four who will see action will be Rod Mayer (5-10, 185), Gerry O'Connor (5-9, 180), Mike Gaab (5-10, 180), and Gary Paszeniczny (6-1, 205).

The defensive line will be made up of Todd Seis (6-2, 215) and Dave Charron (6-1, 215) at the ends with Mike Evenson (6-2, 245) and Jeff Crawford (6-1, 240) at the tackles.

The linebacking corps will be composed of Bob Lewitzke (6-1, 230), Jeff Rutten (6-1, 215) and Mike Van Asten (6-3, 215). Secondary positions are still unsettled but the front runners appear to be Doug and Ron Whitmore at the corners with Gary Van Vreede and Dan Bradford at the safeties.

Augsburg's offense will be built around the running talents of halfback Hugh Weathers (6-4, 195). In 1981, he rushed for 867 yards and averaged 96.3 yards per game and 4.9 per carry.

Also back is quarterback Jerry Quam, a 5-11, 190 pound senior, who completed 38 of 58 passes last season. The offensive line also returns intact.

The defense is built around All-MIAC linebacker Joe Qualley, an academic all-American.

Augsburg's last game of the year and 4.9 per carry.

The defense is built around All-MIAC linebacker Jesse Quam (6-3, 260), and academic all-American defensive end Paul Elliot (6-1, 210).

The teams had one common opponent in 1981 in UW-River Falls. The Falcons beat the Augies 17-0 in the second game of the year and the Pointers then topped UW-RF 35-32 later in the year.

However, Augsburg nearly upset Concordia College (losing 20-14) and the latter was the only school to beat WSU champion UW-Eau Claire (23-7) in 1981.

New head coaches for two sports have been named at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point by director of athletics, Dr. Paul E. Hartman.

Named to assume head coaching positions are Randy Strachan for women's cross country, and Ron Steiner for baseball.

Strachan succeeds Deb Lindert who resigned after leading the Lady Pointer harriers to a third place finish in the NCAA Division III National Meet in 1981.

Steiner will assume the duties of head baseball coach from Ken Kulick who resigned from the position after four years. Kulick, who will devote his duties full-time to the UW-SP Admissions Department, had a four-year record of 41-63 with the Pointers.

Strachan, a former UW-SP standout, has never had a team finish out of the top three in Women's Cross Country championships in the 11 years he has coached.

He experienced his greatest successes from 1976 through 1980 as the head coach of the women's cross country team at Stevens Point Area Senior High School. After starting the program in 1976, he had two teams advance on to state meet competition and produced four all-state runners.

Mary Jo Wamser, a standout track athlete for the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, has been selected as an alternate for a NCAA postgraduate scholarship. NCAA executive director Walter Byers has announced.

Wamser, a native of Cedarburg, played volleyball for UW-SP from 1978 through 1981 and earned first team All-Wisconsin Women's SGA BE INVOLVED! Student Senate positions are now open.

Applications available in the Student Government office in the U.C.-Activities Complex.

For more info stop by or call SGA at 3721.
Munson announces recruits

As part of what may be the best wrestling recruiting effort in the history of the school, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point wrestling coach John Munson has announced that four state champion prep wrestlers have decided to attend UW-SP.

The four are Mike Mueller, a 118 pounder from Prescott; Bob Liss, a 134 pounder from Athens; Jay Labecki, a 150 pounder from Kimberly, and Mark Liss, a 155 pounder from Stevens Point. They were voted by his high school credentials are outstanding and I am impressed with his dedication and interest in pursuing national level competition.”

Liss is a two-time state Class C champion at 119 and 125 pounds. He also won three championships in the Marawood Conference and was a four-time winner in the Athens Invitational Tournament. He concluded his standout prep career with a record of 105-19.

“Bob is another in a long line of outstanding athletes who have come our way from Athens,” Munson stated about Liss. “Bob can simply be as good as he wants to be.”

“Mark has a great deal of talent which he combines with perseverance and that combination has made him one of the top wrestlers in the state.”

Labecki was the WISAA state champion at 150 pounds in 1982. He also won a WISAA regional championship at 119 pounds as a sophomore and compiled a four year record of 77-25.

“Jay is an outstanding young athlete as well as an excellent student,” Munson remarked about Labecki. “He is a very dedicated athlete who I feel will mature into national prominence.”

Rietveld, a 64, 245 pounder, was the Class A heavyweight champion in 1981 and compiled a 29-1 record that season. He had a four year record of 49-9-7.

In addition to being a top wrestler, he was a second team All-State performer in football in 1980 at offensive guard.

“Mark was the toast of the state in the heavyweight class in 1981 and I feel that he will be able to step into our conference and do the same thing,” Munson said of Rietveld. “I am confident he will be a national caliber wrestler.”

Munson said that he feels the addition of these four along with some our top newcomers will help elevate his team into the fight for the WSUIC championship.

“This group constitutes what may be the best young group of wrestlers to ever come to UW-SP at the same time. They are quality people who expect to win and who are willing to work to achieve a high level of success.”

Women’s cross country tryouts announced

The 1982-83 UWSP Women’s Cross Country Team began workouts Monday, August 30th. New Candidates will be accepted through Wednesday, Sept. 8th. All women having past Cross Country experience or the high school level or who have an interest in running as a fitness exercise are encouraged to sign-up. Practices are held daily from 3-3:30 p.m. departing Annex II of Berg Gymnasium. For more information please contact Head Coach Rand Strachan. (Department of Physical Education Bldg.) Call 346-3677 or 341-7791 from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. daily.
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STUDENTS HELPING STUDENTS: !!!!!!!
for rent


FOR RENT: I'm looking for an older, quiet type person to share a 2-bedroom apartment one mile south of campus. The place is fully furnished and spacious, on city busline, close to shopping. Rent is $85-month and about $40-month of utilities (in dead of winter). Deposit but no lease required. Call Libby at 341-0940 evenings after 5:00.

FOR RENT: Three Fleetwood Mac concert tickets for the concert at East Troy, Wis. on Sept. 22-7:00 p.m. show. $45 takes all three tickets. Phone 344-1561.

FOR SALE: 1980 Yamaha 250 Exciter in very fine shape. Fuel tank depa'd 110 economical. $875 or best offer. Call John E. at 341-2591 or 341-3573.


FOR SALE: Weight set, 180 pounds and bench. Bike rack and 25 inch Raleigh Grand Prix (also for sale. Call 345-0018 evenings.

FOR SALE: Rummage sale—Thursday and Friday, Sept. 2 & 3. Furniture, appliances, stereo, T.V., albums and tapes, and clothing, 516 5th Ave. (near Bukolt Park).

FOR SALE: Free to a good home—two attractive and affectionate cats desperately need a new home. Spayed female and neutered male. Call collect 424-6592.

FOR SALE: Weight set, 180 pounds and bench. Bike rack and 25 inch Raleigh Grand Prix (also for sale. Call 345-0018 evenings.

WANTED: Groupies wanted for Yellow Sub, 1900 Main. Light duties, fringe benefits, pay negotiable. Should be sociable, female and industrious. Applications taken and interviews given Friday, Sept. 3, 6:00-7:00 p.m.

WANTED: Trumpet player for Bohemian and Dutchman style Polka band. Call after 5:00 p.m.—344-0863 or 592-4991.


EMPLOYMENT: College rep wanted to distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards on campus. Good income, no selling involved. For information and application write to: Campus Service, 1745 W. Glendale Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 85021.

EMPLOYMENT: Part time employee wanted to put up posters on campus now and during 1982-83. 2-10 hours-month, $4.50-hr. Send name, address, phone number, class year, etc., to Mr. Fenlon, 52 Temple St., No. 701, New Haven, CT 06510.

EMPLOYMENT: Alpha Phi Sorority welcomes all freshman and transfer students to UWSP. Have a good semester.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Thrown Throw a party! The only real rock 'n roll band in town—THE OBSERVATION. C'mon everybody! 344-3552.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Semester Abroad—1982 Spring Semester Abroad to Great Britain will have our first Peaceable Haven Friendship Kids reunion on Saturday, September 11. BYO in Iverson at 1:00. Any questions call Nancy at 346-3745.

ANNOUNCEMENT: The Phi welcome back all Greeks to UWSP. We hope you have a great semester.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Alpha Phi Sorority welcomes all freshman and transfer students to UWSP. Have a good semester.


ANNOUNCEMENT: Come waddle with us! Every Tuesday, 8-10 p.m. Downstairs Alibi—Little Sister Happy Hour.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Attention all males interested in playing rugby. A meeting will be held on Thursday, Sept. 2, at 5:30 at the Lockerroom (basement of Alibi). So get off your butts and come on out. See you there. SPRC.

PERSONAL: Save the gullible! Nuke Jim C.

 Aren't women in music?

by Lora Helman

Pointor Features Editor

A new class entitled History of Women in Music (Music 101) will be canceled if enrollment doesn't increase.

The course, which meets Tuesday and Thursday at 2 p.m., originated and taught by Richard Pinnell explores the role of women (or lack of it) in music and the forces behind their experiences.

Beginning with the European classical tradition, the course will move all the way through to rock 'n roll. Music 101 will serve as enlightening humanity credits as well as broaden students' cultural background. All interested students should contact the music department by tomorrow.
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Expires: October 31, 1982
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A chemistry professor who is retiring this week from the faculty of the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point has an easy formula he would like people to use in solving the world's problems.

"Rely more on the wonders of science," Roland Trytten is leaving his position after attaining status as number one in seniority among the 500 members of the full-time teaching faculty. He has been here since 1945—37 years.

His swan song is laced with optimism, and he alone has rebuttals for people who criticize the effectiveness of modern education and the accomplishments of students.

"Johnny doesn't read the way he used to because he never did," he says wryly. "I can't see that they (students) read any worse today—probably they read better."

He compares the freshman chemistry textbook he used when he came here with the one he now has. "Some of the material was only in course work for Ph.D. students when I was in school," he observes.

"I'd say students had better be a lot smarter today because they surely have a lot more to learn."

Trytten believes it has been advantageous for universities to put more emphasis on career preparation in traditional liberal arts curricula. "They should be cautious, though, so they don't go overboard because many jobs today didn't exist when the people filling them were in school."

He is optimistic about the role chemists and their brethren in higher science disciplines will play in solving major energy and environmental problems and in conquering cancer.

Advances in analytical chemistry have made it possible for tests to be conducted in the environment that will measure micro traces of a pollutant, "way, way below the point of being dangerous."

That, he explains, is significant "so we can do something before it becomes dangerous."

In the process of pointing out these micro traces, such as the detection of toxic agricultural chemicals in ground water in Portage County, "people sometimes overdose. They surely did that over the use of saccharine a few years ago."

An advocate for further development of atomic energy, he believes national leaders should have a policy so it can proceed in a certain manner, lest there ultimately will be a crisis over the availability of power. The result of a crisis would be crash programs with environmental concerns "getting short shrift."

The renewed use of coal in generating power is not without significant problems, he adds, in calling attention to growing concern over its negative effects on rainwater.

Trytten calls for more research in developing renewable energy sources, including nuclear fusion and solar. "When people are absolutely forced to do more recycling he believes "that's when chemistry will really go to town."

For several months, Trytten has been recovering from open heart surgery. "I'm alive today because of all the changes in science. I'm a bionic man," he says smiling. "But instead of having a mechanical pacemaker, I have a chemical pacemaker."

He is proud of the fact that near the end of his 25-year stint as department chairman, UW-SP's chemistry major was only the second one in the former Wisconsin State University Trytten's accomplishments include being involved in the planning of the science building and its addition, serving as chairman of the faculty, being president of the campus chapter of the Association of Wisconsin State University Faculties, and a member of the state committee on engineering education.

He is not severing his ties entirely with UW-SP. He plans to teach one freshman course in each of the next few semesters.

Other accomplishments include being involved in the planning of the science building and its addition, serving as chairman of the faculty, being president of the campus chapter of the Association of Wisconsin State University Faculties, and a member of the state committee on engineering education. He is not severing his ties entirely with UW-SP. He plans to teach one freshman course in each of the next few semesters.

How else are environmentally-concerned retired chemistry professors recycled? Trytten plans to learn more about computers. He already has a small one installed in his home here.
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controversial aspects of the final merger bill.

Currently, the University system is governed by a 16-member Board of Regents composed of 14 citizen members who serve 7-year staggered terms, and two state officials: the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and the President of the Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education. The Board selects a President who heads the administration overseeing the 13 universities, the 14 two-year centers, and the extension service that make up the University system. Essentially, the Board establishes the policy for the UW system, the President administers that policy. The current President is Robert O'Neil.

Each University campus is headed by a chancellor who oversees the administration of his institution. The chancellor, who is appointed by the Board of Regents, shares his governing authority with the faculty and with students.

The amount of power which students actually possess under 36.09 (5) has been a matter of continuing controversy. Since merger, there have been two court cases between students and chancellors, one of which reached the state supreme court. To protect the power of student governments, the United Council of University of Wisconsin Student Governments has been charged with presenting student views to the Board of Regents and to the state legislature.

United Council is governed by an Executive Board made of elected members of student governments from 11 of the 13 UW campuses. The Board members vote on the direction and policy of the United Council. Staffing for U.C. includes a President, an Executive Director, a Minority Affairs Director, a Women's Affairs Director, an Academic Affairs Director and a Legislative Affairs Director. The council is financed by a 50 cents per semester fee levied on student tuition.

Chancellors, Boards, faculty, students—it all adds up to a complex web of governing authority. But because of the constant threats of increased tuition and universitv usurpation of student power, it is a web which students ignore at their own peril.

Curt Pawlisch
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Chicago to D.C.

A student from Wisconsin has been elected to the presidency of the American Student Association, a nationwide student advocacy group based in Washington, D.C.

Michael Chapman, 22, was elected to the top student post at the organization's national convention July 23-27. The convention was attended by delegates from over 400 public, private and denominational campuses. The amount of power which students actually possess under 36.09 (5) has been a matter of continuing controversy. Since merger, there have been two court cases between students and chancellors, one of which reached the state supreme court. To protect the power of student governments, the United Council of University of Wisconsin Student Governments has been charged with presenting student views to the Board of Regents and to the state legislature. United Council is governed by an Executive Board made of elected members of student governments from 11 of the 13 UW campuses. The Board members vote on the direction and policy of the United Council. Staffing for U.C. includes a President, an Executive Director, a Minority Affairs Director, a Women's Affairs Director, an Academic Affairs Director and a Legislative Affairs Director. The council is financed by a 50 cents per semester fee levied on student tuition. Chancellors, Boards, faculty, students—it all adds up to a complex web of governing authority. But because of the constant threats of increased tuition and universitv usurpation of student power, it is a web which students ignore at their own peril. Curt Pawlisch

Continued from page 13

the draft was indeed "company work."

Finally Joannis' attempts to intimidate state insurance commissioner Susan Mitchell also received attention. While he said that he would not over her head to Dreyfus or Krause in order to loosen restrictions on the company's cash flow, he did admit that

hiss remarks were intended to put some political pressure on Mitchell.

After his remarks were made public, Wisconsin gubernatorial candidates Terry Kohler and Martin Schreiber had called for $1,000 contributions to their campaigns in obvious attempts to position themselves from a potential political liability.

At the conference on June 30 the chief executive characterized his comments as "intermediate" and claimed that they were unusual because they were made in a relatively uncharged atmosphere. He also expressed regret in involving Dreyfus and Mitchell in the case in addition to Weinberger's wife.

Despite Joannis' handwringing the Madison Capital Times went as far as to suggest that Dreyfus resign and avoid a potentially embarrassing and dangerous political situation. Although their request was dismissed as outrageous by most political observers, the State Ethics Board considered initiating an investigation of the Sentry-Dreyfus connection in a modified Capital Times proposal. When the Ethics Board met to conclude its inquiry there was not sufficient evidence to warrant a probe of the Governor's acceptance of the Sentry post. As the controversy appeared to end, the board's members turned their attention to other matters, notably the Senate race.andidate's personal integrity may be questioned by many. Joanis' and the Governor had not sufficient evidence to warrant a probe of the Governor's acceptance of the Sentry post. As the controversy apparently was to end, the board's members turned their attention to other matters, notably the Senate race. Candidate's personal integrity may be questioned by many. Joanis' and the Governor had
ACTION AT THE JULY MEETING was a continuation of United Council’s funding mechanism. Despite a Chancellors recommendation to the contrary, the Regents asked United Council to retain its mandatory refundable fee. The fee charges students on participating campuses fifty cents per semester, refundable upon request, to support the lobbying and advocacy activities of the statewide student association.

In other discussion at the Regents meeting, Department of Public Instruction chief Herbert Grover proposed system-wide standards for entrance into the UW system, suggesting that colleges set competency levels and inform prospective students of those levels. Grover’s proposal is undergoing some resistance, however, and the issue promises to be lively for some time.

COLLEGE STUDENTS MAY BE PAYING THEIR TUITION AFTER LEAVING SCHOOL, if one of the options being considered by the Wisconsin Higher Educational Aids Board becomes reality. This summer HEAB, which is the agency responsible for administering financial aid in the state, began considerations of future aid programming. The purpose is to bridge the widening gap between needy students and available aid money.

In rethinking the financial aid scenario for the future, HEAB came up with three options. The first is a “status quo” program in which state subsidies and current programming remain essentially unchanged. The second option would convert current instructional subsidies from the state into an expanded need-based financial aid program, in an attempt to channel money to those who need it most.

The third, and most questionable, option is the “income contingent repayment loan program.” In this plan students would assume the entire cost of instruction, and tuition would be raised over 300 percent. The money students would need would be available from advances doled out from a general fund. Repayment of these advanced funds (read that: loan) would be based on after-college earnings.

United Council’s executive board has passed a resolution that expresses student concerns with this third option. The resolution cites the program’s emphasis on indebtedness, which would virtually indenture most students for a major portion of their career.

The resolution also points out that recipients of state and federal grants money would no longer be eligible for that money, since it would be diverted into the general fund or eliminated, probably.

ALTHOUGH MONTHS BEHIND SCHEDULE, THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION has released its eligibility formulas for Pell grant recipients for 1983-84. The regulations proposed by the department call for a simplification of procedures. That’s the good news.

The bad news is that the rules would cut Pell grant eligibility by 30 percent in 1983-84. They also bar students under the age of 22 from declaring themselves financially independent of their parents.

Aides on Capitol Hill say that the rules, and legislative proposals that accompany them, are not likely to get Congressional approval.

ALSO ON THE FEDERAL SCENE, IT APPEARS THAT CONGRESS MAY APPROPRIATE more money than the President has called for in the education area of the budget.

Somewhat encouraging, also, is the Urgent Supplemental Appropriations Bill of late July. This measure provides supplemental money for, among other things, the unfunded Guaranteed Student Loan Program. It also provides additional funds for processing 1982-83 Pell applications.

Other interesting things happened in late July. The Education department moved to stall federal loans to colleges where defaults on National Direct Student Loans exceed 25 percent.

There are no UW system schools among the institutions.

COMING NEXT TIME IN NETWORK WILL BE UPDATES ON STUDENT ISSUES, such as legislation linking financial aid eligibility with draft registration compliance, attempts to raise the dormitory age, the nuclear freeze referendum, minority retention, women’s issues, tuition tax credits, and much, much more.

Nigerian art grant awarded to campus gallery

Two grants totaling $10,500 for a project to acquaint people in this area with Nigerian art have been awarded to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point and the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum in Wausau.

Two art exhibitions running simultaneously in Stevens Point and Wausau, film series, workshops, speeches and a show of African art from local private collections, are planned during the entire month of February.

Funding for the projects is from the Wisconsin Humanities Board which gave $5,500 and the Wisconsin Arts Board which donated $4,000. The “Nigerian Art and Communication” project will coincide with Black History Month and be coordinated by Nancy Callicott, administrative director of the museum in Wausau.

Planning for the projects began before three Nigerian students at UW-SP were in-
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